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Figure 1: The God hand: The fingers of the real hand may penetrate an object (left) while the representation of the virtual hand remains in a
plausible position outside of the object.

A BSTRACT
We generalize the six degree-of-freedom God-object approach to
enable its use for multi-finger interactions in virtual environments.
The connected finger phalanxes are modeled as multiple constrained God objects. The mutual interdependencies between multiple God objects are resolved using Gauss’ principle of least constraint. This generalization of the God-object method allows us to
avoid the penetration of multiple fingers and their phalanxes with
objects within a physically simulated virtual world.
Our observations indicate that the generalized God-object approach leads to plausible collision-free positions and motions of
the phalanxes of the user’s fingers during complex six degree-offreedom manipulations, while artifacts such as artificial friction or
a stuck hand are avoided.
Index Terms: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—Interaction techniques; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]:
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality; G.1.6
[Mathematics of Computing]: Numerical Analysis—Optimization;
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—
direct manipulation
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I NTRODUCTION

Most real-time physics simulation engines are optimized for handling reasonably large virtual models in a mostly plausible way.
An often encountered trade-off is the limited treatment of large
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collision forces, and as a result, physically impossible deep interpenetrations of objects and pop-through effects may occur. However, users interacting with a physically simulated virtual world
may unintentionally create such large collision forces and will perceive penetrations of their visual body representation with the manipulated geometry. While this is not only disturbing, it also leads
to a noncredible interaction behavior. Although the God-object approach by Ortega et al. [28] is currently the standard for efficiently
computing penetration-free interactions of two virtual objects (e.g.
between the virtual representation of a pen in the user’s hand and
a virtual object in the scene), it is not suitable for finger-based manipulation.
We introduce a generalization of the six degree-of-freedom
(DOF) God-object approach [28] to support multiple God objects
for enabling a penetration-free interaction with a multibody simulation of dynamic objects. Our work is based on deriving the mathematical and algorithmic foundations to resolve the mutual interdependencies among multiple interacting God objects. We solve the
dynamics equations of the corresponding N-body system and its inherent constraints using Gauss’ principle of least constraint [15].
Based on the resulting accelerations of all bodies and a continuous collision detection, we successfully inhibit undesirable interpenetrations among the multiple God objects as well as among
God objects and objects in the virtual environment. For simulating
finger-based interaction with a physically simulated virtual world,
we developed the God-hand model (Figure 1). Each finger phalanx is represented as an individual God object. The phalanxes of
each finger are tied together and limited in their local movement by
constraints. For enabling the simulation of complex scenarios, we
couple the accurate simulation of God objects with a less accurate
but faster physics simulation engine, which handles the interaction
among the remaining objects in the virtual environment.
Assembly simulations and ergonomic studies in the automotive
industry are often performed using finger-based interactions with-

out haptic feedback [23, 17]. In these scenarios penetrations of
the user’s fingers with the virtual objects occur quite often. However, Burns et al. [10] emphasized that our proprioception reacts
much less sensitively to incorrect or changing real-virtual movement mappings than our visual system reacts to interpenetrations
of virtual body representations and virtual objects. Consequently,
these visual interpenetrations should be avoided by always keeping
the virtual finger representations in a plausible position outside of a
virtual object.
The main contribution of our work is a generalized 6-DOF Godobject method for a precise simulation of the interaction among
multiple God objects. We verified our approach by developing and
implementing a God-hand model for finger-based interaction with
a physically simulated environment. Our observations reveal that
our system always generates penetration-free and plausible virtual
finger positions and finger motions even if the real hand deeply penetrates a virtual object. Furthermore, common physical simulation
artifacts such as artificial friction or finger phalanxes that are getting stuck inside an object do not occur. Initial experiments with the
coupling of our God-object simulation with a less precise, penalty
force-based real-time physics simulator show that our God-hand
representations smoothly interact with complex virtual models.
2

R ELATED W ORK

Recently realistic finger-based grasping of virtual objects has become an important research topic. Weber et al. [30] showed a semiautomated grasping approach, where a virtual hand automatically
executes an ideal grasping gesture once the user’s hand comes close
to an object. This approach leads to stable, non-penetrative grasp
gestures but lacks the flexibility to consider the movements of the
user’s fingers. Holz et al. [16] developed a grasping approach that
uses friction cones to establish a grasp between finger pairs and objects. This approach was extended by Moehring et al. [22] to support multiple hands and the grasping stability was increased by the
introduction of grasping proxies. While these approaches attempt
to mimic physical behavior, they cannot properly deal with fingerobject interpenetrations and neglect object-object interactions.
Bergamasco et al. [6] introduced the use of collision-based
grasping and point-based force calculations to achieve physically
plausible object behavior. Borst et al. [8] pioneered the use of
physics engines for the precise simulation of finger-based grasping
in virtual environments. Jacobs et al. [17] improved the grasping
stability of this approach by introducing an advanced hand model
consisting of a rigid-bone skeleton and soft bodies for representing
the contact surfaces of the fingers. Both approaches use real-time
physics engines which are optimized for a plausible simulation and
may allow for object interpenetrations in complex situations. A
more reliable collision handling is needed to address the needs of
complex virtual assembly simulations.
According to Erleben [14], a dynamics simulator consists of two
core components: collision detection and simulation. The collision detection is responsible for the quality of the generated contact
points between colliding objects. Precise computation of contact
points is ideally performed with a continuous collision detection.
Kockara et al. [18] provided an overview of commonly used collision detection approaches.
Baraff [2] developed an iterative approach for the simulation of
contact forces. The computation of constraint forces between two
dynamic bodies requires solving a linear complementarity problem.
This approach results in a precise simulation of object movements
whereby deep mutual penetrations are avoided. Redon et al. [29]
demonstrated that Gauss’ principle of least constraint [15] leads to
a similarly efficient computation of object movements as compared
to Baraff’s approach [2], even though it is a quadratic programming
problem. However, Redon’s approach is better conditioned if complex objects or many contact points are involved.

Bender [5] used an iterative approach for resolving contact
forces and constraints in an impulse-based dynamics simulation.
The number of required iterations for precise results varies depending on the complexity of the situation, particularly if penetrations
have to be resolved. Alternatives to impulse-based simulations are
position-based approaches [26, 25] or mass-spring systems for deformable objects [27]. The latter approaches mostly focus on plausible visual effects rather than on a correct or penetration-free simulation.
There are a number of different approaches for dealing with collisions. A simple approach computes penalty forces if the physical
state is incorrect. These forces are supposed to move the objects
back into a valid physical state [24]. This penalty force-based approach is computationally expensive if high precision is needed.
It also requires the use of implicit solvers if the system gets stiff.
Object penetrations can also be resolved by the iterative use of impulses [21, 4], which may require a large number of iterations since
each iteration may introduce new collisions. An alternative is the
use of compensation forces, which are computed by solving a linear
complementarity problem [1]. This approach simultaneously considers all contact points and computes a precise and penetration-free
state in a single step. However, an efficient implementation is rather
involved such that the other approaches based on penalty forces or
impulses are more often used.
Haptic feedback requires very high update rates to provide continuous collision feedback to the user. In this context, a single contact object serves as a proxy for the haptic device. The God-object
method for 3-DOF haptic devices [35] and its extended 6-DOF version [28] generate a penetration-free position for the device proxy
during haptic interaction with rigid bodies. The God object (device
proxy) always remains at a plausible position on the surface of an
object, even though the haptic device may actually penetrate the
object. Both methods work at sufficiently high update rates for the
haptic devices as well as for the visual display of the device proxy.
However, mutually influencing dynamic bodies were not considered.
Zachmann et al. [33] used virtual proxies for generating pseudophysical object motions during two-handed manipulations. Their
approach generates a ghost object for a tracked human hand, which
is always kept close but outside of a manipulated object using a
minimization approach. Borst et al. [8] developed a spring model
for the whole hand, which avoids hand-object penetrations. This
spring-damping approach is limited in the amount of force that can
be transferred, which in turn is limiting in the interaction with large
objects and for two-handed interactions.
3

S IX D EGREE - OF -F REEDOM G OD -O BJECT M ETHOD

To introduce the extended God-object method, we first provide an
overview of the regular 6-DOF God-object method by Ortega et
al. [28]. They have shown how Gauss’ Least Constraint Principle
can be used for a penetration-free 6-DOF simulation of dynamic
objects. Their approach targets highly accurate haptic rendering of
a virtual scene.
The simulation setup by Ortega et al. contains an interactive rigid
body, which is movable by the user with the haptic device. Furthermore, the scene contains a static rigid body, which can be ”touched”
but not moved by the user. The algorithm calculates a visual representation of the interactive object and a force, which can be used
by the haptic device for haptic rendering.
For haptic interaction, it is important that the user is not able
to pierce an obstacle body (pop-through). Therefore, the 6-DOF
God-object approach considers two representations of the interactive body, target and God object. At all times, the target is located at
the position of the haptic device. The target is invisible to the user,
whereas the God object is visualized. It is connected to the target by
constraints. However, the God object remains outside of the volume
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Figure 2: Relationship between God object and target for the time of
penetration.

of the other rigid body even if the target penetrates the body caused
by the position of the haptic device. The relationship between both
bodies is shown in Figure 2. Besides a very natural interpretation of
the force action, the penetration-free visualization of the contacting
bodies is a valuable side-effect for the observer. The pose of the
God object is guided by using a constraint, which establishes a relationship between target and God object. If the target resides in a
contact-free condition, the God object is also brought into this condition by the constraint, which is ideal for this case. If the target is
moved by the user into a penetration state with the obstacle body in
the scene, contact points are generated. Using these contacts, a pose
on the surface of the obstacle is calculated, in which the least resistance acts on the God object. Hence, the simulation is formulated
as an optimization problem.
For their approach, Ortega et al. assumed continuous collision
detection (CCD). This completely avoids missing collisions and allows avoidance of perceptual penetrations. For computing such a
state, an acceleration vector for the God object is estimated by using Gauss’ principle of least constraint. This principle can be postulated by minimizing the following Equation 1.
1
ka − au k2M
2

(1)

Vector au describes the acceleration of a rigid body assuming
unconstrained movements. The body is specified by the 6 × 6 mass
matrix M. The principle of least constraint can be understood in a
way that it chooses one specific acceleration a from the set of possible accelerations, which minimizes Equation 1. This acceleration
a takes into account all of the external constraints on the body and
matches the unconstrained acceleration as close as possible. Therefore, the acceleration is in a sense minimal for all accelerations and
actually taken for moving the rigid body.
As previously mentioned, in the God-object approach a connection between target and God object is simulated. This is done by the
virtual coupling equation (Eq. 2). Additionally, to avoid artifacts in
force feedback, Ortega et al. formulate a constraint-based coupling.
zu = ks (xTarget − xGod )

(3)

This minimization system was used by Ortega et al. to estimate
the acceleration of a single God object [28]. They have shown that
this approach is efficient for calculating penetration-free contact
states and is also inexpensive with respect to computation time.

zu

G(a) =


1
kz − zu k2M : Jz ≥ 0
2

(2)

In Equation 2 vector zu is a stacked 6D vector containing respective linear and angular accelerations of the God object. The poses
of both considered bodies, each consisting of position and orientation, are also specified by 6D state vectors, xTarget and xGod . The
variable ks is a coupling constant and defines the tightness of the
connection of the target and God object.
Considering all constraints acting on the God object, the constrained acceleration zc can be estimated by the following minimization (Eq. 3). Ortega et al. only took contacts into account for
constraining the God object. All constraints are stacked in a Jacobian matrix Jn×6 for n contacts.

4 S IMULATING M ULTIPLE G OD O BJECTS
A major challenge for the simulation of multiple God objects is
the proper consideration of potential reciprocal force transmissions
among them. We solve this problem by calculating valid poses for
multiple God objects in an N-body simulation. The following steps
constitute the main components of our approach:
1. Computing of inner constraints and contact constraints based
on accelerations for all dynamic bodies.
2. Stacking constraints within a Jacobian matrix.
3. Deriving dynamics equations from the Jacobian matrix considering Gauss’ Principle of Least Constraint.
4. Calculating a generalized acceleration vector zc by finding an
optimal solution for the dynamics equations.
5. Computing the constrained target positions using accelerations from the generalized acceleration vector a in an Euler
integration.
6. Computing the minimal time-of-contact (TOC) using continuous collision detection among all bodies using their last and
new positions.
7. Using minimal TOC for time step adaptation during Euler integration for a penetration-free update of the targets’ body positions.
In the following section 4.1, we will show how to generalize a
constraint solver, which is necessary for (3) to be able to perform
the calculations. In Section 4.2 we discuss how a set of constraints
can be defined for multiple bodies. The basic handling of the TOC
information is not explained before Section 6.3 as the implementation details need to first be introduced. In this section we will also
explain the integration scheme used with our implementation.
4.1 Least Constraint Solver
The most important aspect is the correct treatment of body contacts.
Physical contacts have to be simulated whenever the collision detection generates a contact point of two bodies A and B. The contact
point is determined by a contact point coordinate r and a contact
normal n which, by definition, always points from body B towards
body A. Depending on the movement of the body, there are different types of contact. To determine the contact type, the relative
velocity vrel at the contact point along the contact normal can be
calculated by
vrel = n ( ṙB − ṙA ).
(4)
The difference of velocities at the contact point with regard to
body A and B is defined in world frame XY Z. The velocities are
calculated by taking the first derivatives of the body points at the
contact, ṙA and ṙB . Figure 3 explains the relation of a point on
the body and the world frame. Physical contacts should always be
determined by using a CCD for the God objects, since this approach
avoids missing collisions. Once physical contacts are determined,
they must be correctly treated such that objects do not penetrate.
In our method we calculate compensation forces in a way that they
always apply v̇rel ≥ 0. To achieve a simulation with an arbitrary

number of objects, Equation 3 needs to be generalized. For this
purpose, the mass matrix M is replaced by the generalized mass
matrix M of all dynamic bodies. Furthermore, the Jacobian matrix
now contains constraints of all bodies in the scene. This leads to
the following formulation of the minimization problem for N rigid
bodies:


1
kz − zu k2M : Jz ≥ c .
zc = arg min
(5)
2
The vector c ∈ R1×m at the right-hand side may deliver non-zero
values for m general acceleration-based constraints. The introduction of this vector c is necessary to allow for the handling of joints.
In this formulation the generalized acceleration vectors z and zu are
used, which contain the acceleration components of all considered
bodies.
The minimization equation is put into the form of a projection
problem and solved as such. This is in analogy to the method of
Ortega et al. [28]. In the first step, the generalized mass matrix
M ∈ R6N×6N and the Jacobian matrix J ∈ Rm×6N , containing the
constraint equations for all bodies, are determined. According to
Redon et al. [29], it is additionally necessary to compute a factorization of the generalized mass matrix. This is always possible,
since the mass matrix for a rigid body is symmetric and positivedefinite. A factorization can be achieved numerically through a
QR-decomposition [12].
The factorization of M results in an upper triangular matrix Q ∈
R6N×6N , for which Equation 6 holds.
M = QT Q

(6)

The constrained acceleration can not directly be solved in the
form of Equation 5, because the constraints are formulated by the
Jacobian matrix in the secondary condition.
Through the Equation 7, a solution vector k ∈ R1×6N needs to
be calculated.
Jk = c
(7)
With this vector, the factorization matrix Q and the unconstrained acceleration zu ∈ R1×6N the vector s ∈ R1×6N is determined.
s = Q(k − zu )
(8)
After calculating the inverse Q−1 , the matrix JQ can be calculated by
JQ = JQ−1 .
(9)
With this matrix JQ and the vector s it is possible to formulate
the following minimization equation.
(
)
2
1 T
λ = arg min
J λ −s : λ ≥ 0 .
(10)
2 Q
The solution of this equation is a least squares problem with the
condition of a non-negative solution (non-negative least squares,
NNLS). For this standard problem, efficient numerical solvers exist [7, 9]. It should be emphasized that the required matrix for this
minimization is always sparse. The same applies to the matrix J in
the solution of the equation system according to k. This fact should
be considered for selecting an appropriate and efficient numerical
solver.
The solution λ provides the constrained acceleration zc ∈ R1×6N
via the final equation
zc = Q−1 JTQ λ + zu .

(11)
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Figure 3: Definition of reference frames.

4.2 Constraints
Constraints are necessary to correctly deal with relationships between objects. For this purpose, constraint equations are introduced. Constraints usually act on a single or between two different
bodies. For clarifying the notation, world frame and body frame
are described in Figure 3. The world frame is defined as XY Z . The
pose of the local reference frame X iY i Z i for a body i is defined by
its center of gravity p and the rotational matrix A, resulting in a 6D
state vector xi of the body. Any point within the body is noted as
r, whereas u denotes the distance between r and p. This distance is
uXY Z in world frame.
There are two types of constraints to restrict the movement of
bodies: non-holonomic and holonomic.
Holonomic constraints
Holonomic constraints always reduce the allowed degrees of freedom. This includes various constraints such as prismatic joints,
revolute joints or spherical joints.
Holonomic constraints between two bodies that are not dependent on time can be described by the Equation
C(xi , x j ) = 0.

(12)

In this equation, both bodies are defined by their 6D state vectors. The constraint equation between two bodies is considered to
be satisfied if it provides the zero vector for the given parameters.
Non-holonomic constraints
Non-holonomic constraints can not be solved by Equation 12, but
are needed to define permissible ranges of movement, such as for
joint limits. In general, a non-holonomic constraint can be formulated by the following inequality
C(x) > 0.

(13)

The degrees of freedom remain intact within the defined permissible range.
For modeling a constraint between two bodies Bi and B j , their
respective states have to be considered.
C(xi , x j ) = C(pi , Ai , p j , A j ) = 0

(14)

In this formulation the position constraint depends on the position vectors p and the orientation matrices A of both bodies. The
constrained movement can now be converted into an accelerationbased constraint by the second derivative C̈.
Ċ =
C̈ =

This generalized acceleration vector allows for the movement of
all components of a scene. The definition of constraints is explained
in the following section.

uXYZ

dC
dt

∂C i
ẋ + ∂C
ẋ j = J i yi + J j y j
∂x
∂x
J i ẏi + J˙i yi + J j ẏ j + J˙j y j

=

(15)
(16)

In Equation 15, yi and y j describe the rate of changes of positions and orientations, which can be called generalized velocities.

In generalized coordinates, the acceleration-based constraint equation has the form
i

j

i

i

j

j

C̈(z , z ) = C̈(a , α , a , α ) = 0,
zi

God objects

(17)

Contact

zj

whereas and describe the generalized acceleration vectors
containing linear and angular accelerations, a and α. The Godobject method considers the simulated bodies as quasi-static. This
means, that a speed of zero is assumed at each time step. Using
this assumption, we can simplify the constraint equation for two
involved bodies to Equation 18 or to Equation 19 for a single body.
C̈ =
C̈ =

J i zi + J j z j
Jz.

(18)
(19)

Multiple constraints can be stacked into the equation system


C̈1
 C̈2 


C̈ =  .  ,
(20)
 .. 
C̈m
and can be transferred into a Jacobian matrix J by partial derivation, if we apply the above scheme.
 J   J1 J2 · · · Jn 
1
1
1
1
J21 J22 · · · J2n 
 J2  



J=
(21)
.
..
.. 
..
 ..  = 
 ..
.
.
.
. 
Jm
Jm1 Jm2 · · · Jmn m×6N
Each vector Jci within the matrix contains six values (sparse matrix). These values are the partial derivatives of the constraint C¨c
according to the acceleration components of the body i.
4.3 Body Contacts
For an exhaustive simulation of multiple God objects, we have to
consider contacts that could occur among objects within the scene.
They are also influencing the movement of the God objects. For
this purpose, additional contact constraints are taken into account.
To avoid the interpenetration of objects, we define that accelerations should always act in the direction of the contact normal. The
acceleration at a contact point r is defined as follows.
ar = a p + (α × uXY Z ) + ω × (ω × uXY Z )
{z
}
|{z} | {z } |
linear

angular

Scene object
Tracked hand

(22)

centripetal

In this equation, u describes the vector in the world frame from
the position of the body (center of mass p) to the contact point.
Also the linear and angular accelerations, a and α, refer to the world
frame. Figure 5 illustrates the acceleration that has to be calculated,
so that penetration is avoided in the case of contact. By the quasistatic assumption (see Section 4.2), the angular velocity ω is zero.
Therefore, the centripetal acceleration is eliminated. To comply
with the normal condition, the acceleration terms are projected onto
the contact normal. This sets up the following constraint equation.
C(a, α) = an + α(u × n)

(23)

The Jacobian matrix can be obtained by partial derivation.
T

nx


ny


nz


(24)
J=

u
n
−
u
n
 y z
z y 
 uz nx − ux nz 
ux ny − uy nx 1×6
A set of c non-penetration conditions for body contacts can be
summarized by noting each one in a single row of the Jacobian
matrix JContacts .

Targets

Figure 4: A tracked finger is represented by one God object per phalanx. The finger is penetrating the scene object while the God objects
stay on the outside. Through the contact point, a direct manipulation
can be computed (i.e. the object might be pushed downwards).

5

T HE G OD -H AND M ODEL

We developed the Jacobian matrix for representing a hand model
using the components of our extended God-object approach. In
analogy to the work of Jacobs et al. [17], our hand model consists
of three separate phalanxes per finger. The difference is that each
phalanx is represented by a God object rather than by a rigid body.
For the palm we use a single God object, resulting in 16 God objects
for each hand. Figure 4 shows an example for a single finger. In
addition, the individual phalanxes are connected together by joints
to simulate the natural movement constraints of the human hand.
This limitation could be relaxed if more flexibility is needed (e.g. if
different hand sizes of different users are to be used with a single
virtual hand model).
To limit the movement of the fingers (F) in relation to the hand’s
palm (H), we use spherical joints with two degrees of freedom. The
five compounds are defined in a Jacobian matrix JH−F ∈ R20×96
containing four constraints for each joint. The matrix has 20 rows
given by the number of constraints and 96 columns given by 6D
state vectors for each of the 16 hand components.



JH−F,1


..
JH−F = 

.
JH−F,5 20×96

(25)

In conjunction, the phalanxes are interconnected using revolute
joints that allow for just one rotational degree of freedom. As before, the number of rows in the Jacobian matrix depends on the
number of constraints. The Jacobian matrix for the constraints of
the phalanxes is defined as follows.



JF−F,1


..
JF−F = 

.
JF−F,10 50×96

(26)

Additionally, we constrain the joint positions to remain within
a sensible range according to approximated values reported by Lin
et al. [19]. If the joint limits for m constraints are violated within
one simulation step, a Jacobian matrix JLimits ∈ Rm×96 has to be
set up. For a complete hand model, the resulting Jacobian matrix
JHand ∈ R(70+m)×96 is defined.
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Figure 6: Simulation loop

Figure 5: Accelerations acting on a scene object during contact.




JH−F
JHand =  JF−F 
JLimits

(27)

(70+m)×96

The Jacobian matrix for the entire hand model also needs to consider contacts occuring among objects in the scene as introduced in
Section 4.3. They are also influencing the movement of the God objects (Figure 5). These additional contact constraints are captured
by the Jacobian matrix JContacts . The complete Jacobian matrix J
for the hand model just consists of the two stacked Jacobians.


JContacts
.
(28)
J=
JHand
(70+m+c)×96
The motion of the virtual hand can be computed by plugging J
into Equation 9 and solving the resulting system of equations.
Resolving the mutual interdependencies between multiple God
objects may lead to large equation systems, which in turn will slow
down the God-object solver. The complexity of the equations is
highly dependent on the amount of contacts, since each one is represented as an entry in a single Jacobian matrix. To limit the size
of the equation systems, we can take advantage of the topological and geometric properties of the scene. Connected God objects
such as the fingers of a hand should be clustered together. Completely independent God objects, such as the two hands of a user,
should be organized as separate clusters. The corresponding equation systems are independently solved based on the assumption that
separate clusters do not share any contact points and do not directly
interact with each other. Nevertheless, the interaction of both hands
with a single object in the scene is still possible as discussed in
Section 7.
6 I MPLEMENTATION
We describe the implementation of the presented concepts for the
interaction of two God hands with a physically simulated virtual
world.
6.1 Handling of Complex Scenes
In the automotive context, virtual assembly simulations often require the use of highly detailed models, which quickly make the
continuous collision detection a bottleneck. As a result, only low
frame rates are achieved. Hence, we had to consider a trade-off between simulation quality and interactive simulation rates. The calculations using the God-object method are very accurate and provide a penetration-free state for any number of objects. However,

a penetration-free simulation is particularly important for the objects with which the user directly interacts. Typically scene objects
move rather slowly, whereby they generally only undergo small interpenetrations. This fact is exploited in order to save simulation resources. We decided to simulate only the hands using our extended
God-object method. The remaining scene objects are simulated by
a less precise but much more efficient dynamics solver. As a consequence, a coupling of the two solvers is required. The decisive
factor is the required exchange of forces between the two simulations such that a consistent state is reached. This approach extends
the scope of our approach to larger models that can be simulated in
real time.
The library TSNNLS [11] is used to calculate the minimization
system for the God objects. We use the CLAPACK [32] library for
the factorization and the inversion of matrices. The latter is also
used by the extended God-object implementation for solving linear
systems of equations and performing matrix multiplication. For the
CCD we are using the FAST library [34].
6.2

Simulation Loop

Figure 6 shows the required steps for coupling our extended Godobject approach and the dynamic simulator for scene objects. Hereafter scene objects are referred to as physics objects to clarify the
distinction of God objects.
We use the physics engine Bullet [31] for handling our physics
objects. As a first step, a complete calculation through the physics
pipeline of Bullet is performed, including collision detection, solver
calculations as well as pose and force updates. This will include
forces from the God objects calculated in the previous time step.
All objects are in a valid state after the simulation by the physics
engine Bullet.
The movement of the physics objects can cause slight penetrations with the God objects. Therefore, in the next step a collision
detection has to be performed to produce a penetration-free state. In
analogy to the descriptions of Millington [20], a non-linear projection solves slight penetrations between a pair of objects considering
plausible object movements. This step is necessary so that the computation of contact points for the extended God-object approach
provides sensible results. It should be noted that such a correction
can produce new penetrations among other objects. Therefore, the
correction of slight penetrations needs to be performed iteratively
until a penetration-free state is reached for all pairs of physics objects or a maximum number of iterations is reached. The deepest
intersections are resolved first in order to reduce the likelihood of
new penetrations.

What follows is the simulation of the God objects, and in our
case we consider two God hands. This computation is done independently for each hand, since collisions between the hands are undesirable in most scenarios. Under this condition, following the recommendation of Section 5, the equation systems to determine the
accelerations can be kept smaller and executed sequentially. The
necessary steps for calculating the accelerations for a set of God
objects was described in detail in Section 4. The resulting forces
are passed on to the physics engine Bullet.
The integration step is performed after having calculated the generalized constrained acceleration vector zc for all God objects. In
this case, starting from the last time step t0 , a new target position
for a God hand at the current time t0 + ∆t is calculated with ∆t being the length of the current time step. The integration is performed
through a symplectic Euler step in generalized coordinates. The integration step in the last part of the simulation loop calculates the
target transformations for the God objects that are assumed based
on the body accelerations. All constraints that were in existence
at the beginning of the time step are included in the motion of the
bodies by determining their constrained acceleration.
The calculation of the target transformations for God objects can
in turn lead to intersections with the physics objects. Therefore,
which God objects would be in contact with physics objects after
the application of the target transformation needs to be evaluated
once again. We perform a CCD for all God objects that are in a
contact state with physics objects. The CCD computes the earliest
TOC along the trajectory of God objects. God objects have to adapt
their target transformation if the CCD returns a collision to maintain
a penetration-free state. This collision handling is performed by the
algorithm that is described in the following section.
6.3

Collision Handling

Collision handling is critical for the interaction of the two solvers.
An overview is provided in Algorithm 1. The God objects
A1 , A2 , A3 , ..., A16 and the physics objects B j are considered as a
starting point for continuous collision detection.
At the beginning, only the movements of the God objects during
the current time step are considered since the movements of God
objects and physics objects are performed successively. Thus the
components Ai are moving from t0 until t0 + ∆t. We normalize the
time interval ∆t to the interval t = [0, 1] for simplicity. After the
integration step the movement of an object Ai is known and it is
transformed from TAi ,t=0 to the transformation TAi ,t=1 . For an object B j , no movement is allowed during the God-object simulation
resulting in TB j ,t=0 = TB j ,t=1 .
The transformations and the geometry of all pairs of objects
(Ai , B j ) are passed individually to the CCD. The CCD calculates
the TOC at which objects collide. The computation is based on the

Algorithm 1 collision handling
1: TOCmin ⇐ 1
2: for all God objects A do
3:
Tstart ⇐ start transformation of A
4:
Ttarget ⇐ target transformation of A
5:
for all physics objects B do
6:
TB ⇐ transformation of B
7:
Result R = CCD(A, Tstart , Ttarget , B, TB ) // collision detection
8:
TOCmin ⇐ min(TOCmin , R.TOC)
9:
end for
10: end for
11: for all God objects A do
12:
move A until TOCmin
13:
update contacts for time step TOCmin
14: end for

assumption that the objects do not leave their trajectories. The positions of God objects have to be corrected if a collision was found.
During the symplectic Euler step, the time step ∆t is shortened to
the minimal TOC of all God objects, which just results in a multiplication of ∆t with the minimal TOC due to the normalization
(Equations 29 and 30).
yi (tc ) =
i

x (tc ) =

zi (t0 ) ∆t TOCmin
xi (t0 ) + yi (tc ) ∆t

TOCmin

(29)
(30)

Finally, the contact points must be generated for the time step
tc and stored for the God objects. Contact points are removed that
are no longer active. The remaining contact points are treated as
constraints during the next time step. After updating the pose information, the transformations of the virtual hands and the physics
objects are stored and can be passed on to the rendering system for
display. Afterwards, the simulation loop repeats for the next time
step.
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R ESULTS

To explore the principal behavior of our implementation, we performed a number of benchmarks on a single computer equipped
with an Intel Core i7-940. The test scene was displayed in a threesided CAVE as shown in Figure 7. Rendering for the CAVE was
done by a cluster, which only receives the position updates from
the physics simulator. The physics engine Bullet was used to simulate the interaction among the objects in the scene.
We observed that our algorithm always provided a nonpenetrating visual representation of the user’s hand independently
of how far a user stuck the hands into an object. Contact constraints
are therefore treated correctly by the simulator. The combination of
both solvers, for God objects and the physics scene, worked without
major difficulties. Even rapid movements of the user were handled
correctly by our hybrid approach. While the penetrations were correctly avoided, which was our goal in the first place, there were
some situations where the simulation did not fully respect all of
the constraints created by the joints of the God hands. This led to
slightly separated finger phalanxes. A higher prioritization of joint
constraints and their limits within the optimization problem could
ameliorate this problem.
Figure 8 shows some benchmark results for a short interaction
sequence with one God hand within our basic test scenario (Figure 7a). The simple test scene contained only five physics objects.
The total number of triangles in the scene was 100,000 and the
largest object consisted of about 30,000 triangles. It can be clearly
seen that the computation time directly depends on the number of
contact points in each simulation step. The CCD algorithm generates many contact points, which is necessary to achieve a stable
simulation. Fortunately we observed only a linear relationship between the number of constraints and processing time, which was
also reported by Baraff [3]. During the entire interaction sequence

a)

b)

Figure 7: a) A simple test environment for finger-based interaction
in a CAVE. b) Penetration-free collision between a God hand and a
detailed engine compartment of a car consisting of one million triangles.
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Figure 8: Benchmark simple scene – contacts during an interaction sequence and corresponding simulation time over a sequence
of frames.

we achieved an interactive simulation rate of at least 100Hz. On
average, a value of more than 600Hz was achieved. The calculation
peaks correlate directly with points in time when a large number
of contacts was found. A more detailed analysis of the benchmark
results provides information about the optimization potential. Figure 9 shows the breakdown of the computation time for the contributing parts of a simulation step. It is clearly evident that the
continuous collision detection contributes a large fraction of about
40% of the frame time. There is also further potential for optimization by thinning out overly dense contact points.
We also performed benchmarks involving two-handed interactions. For each God hand, an independent cluster of God objects
was created and collisions between both hands were not considered. To avoid slight penetrations caused by separated calculations
of the accelerations, we are using the collision handling method as
described in Section 6.3. In this step, all penetrations are solved
algorithmically by taking all God objects into account. During an
interaction sequence with two hands, we achieved a speed-up for
the calculation of accelerations by a factor of approximately 1.7,
whereas the penetration solving process was as fast as with one calculation cluster for both hands.
We also investigated more complex models as shown in Figure 7b. The engine compartment consists of about 1,000,000 triangles. The largest single object was made up of about 100,000
triangles. In total, the scene consists of approximately 20 accessible parts that are simulated. The simulation rate typically varied
between 50Hz and 70Hz depending on which part of the engine was
touched. However, it could also drop below 20Hz if a large number of contacts was generated in the proximity of a highly detailed
part. Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the compartment
scene in a one-handed interaction sequence. In comparison to the
simple test scene, we observe a much stronger variation of the over-
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Figure 9: Analysis of the contributions of different simulation components to the duration of a simulation frame within the simple test
scene.

Figure 10: Benchmark motor compartment – timings vary more
strongly than for the simple scene.

all simulation time. During peaks, the CCD utilizes up to 80% of
the processing time even though the number of generated contact
points is not much larger in this scene as it mostly depends on the
God-hand model.
We explored the limitations of our approach by performing some
tests with current CAD models in which individual parts consisted
of up to 400,000 triangles. In this case the CCD utilizes about 7080% of the simulation time. The overall performance was still interactive at about 10-15Hz. We expect that replacing the general purpose CCD implementation of the FAST library [34] by an adapted
and parallelized implementation will considerably extend the applicability of our system.
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AND

F UTURE W ORK

We extended the 6-DOF God-object method to simultaneously consider multiple dependent and independent God objects. First we
derived an equation system for simulating multiple God objects using Gauss principle of least constraint and showed that it is a nonnegative least squares problem, which can be efficiently solved. We
also showed how to consider several types of constraints during the
optimization. Based on our general formulation for multiple God
objects, we derived a description of a God-hand model consisting
of a palm and separate connected phalanxes for each finger. For
dealing with complex virtual environments, we coupled our precise God-hand simulation to a physics engine, which simulates the
motion of regular objects in the scene. The experience with our
implementation showed that the God-hand simulation is very stable, effectively avoids deep virtual hand-object penetrations, generates plausible finger positions and runs at interactive frame rates
for models consisting of more than one million triangles. In addition, motion artifacts such as artificial friction, pop-through effects
or fingers getting stuck in an object were avoided.
The central goal of this work was to avoid deep penetrations of
a virtual hand model and objects in the scene. This is an important
requirement for adding a stable friction simulation into the model
as a next step for guaranteeing stable grasps. The approach by
Duriez [13] allowed rather precise simulation of friction behavior,
but it led to a non-linear complementarity problem (NCP), which
is computationally expensive if the number of contact points gets
large. However, it is promising that we only need to deal with the
contact points of the God hands. An alternative is the use of a softbody representation of the user’s fingers in combination with our
generalized God-object approach, which also has the potential for
a precise and direct manipulation of virtual objects by the user’s
hands.
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